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Economy is back to growth: export is leading economic recovery

Source: Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia; F - flash estimate
End of consumption boom and gains in competitiveness ensure increase of export role in the economy
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A shift to tradable sector is underway
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Unemployment has been steadily declining since its peak in early 2010.
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Institutional fundamentals ensure smooth economic adjustment through wage flexibility in Latvia
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Latvia has quickly regained its cost competitiveness: wage-productivity gap has narrowed considerably
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After a strong adjustment ULC have stabilized; manufacturing still gaining competitiveness with strong productivity growth.
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Price and cost competitiveness measures have improved significantly and have come close to their long-term averages.
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Latvia’s export market shares are up in many key markets reflecting gains in competitiveness
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Merchandise export has already surpassed its pre-crisis level
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External imbalances have seen a significant improvement resulting in a sustainable level.
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Energy and food as well as taxes contributed to the recent increase in overall price level.
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Price adjustment has been dampened by increase in indirect taxes
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Fiscal consolidation based on structural reforms is on agenda

Breakdown of budget consolidation measures 2009-2011*, mln LVL

* - including full year effect of measures taken in amendments to 2011 budget.
Further government budget deficit reduction is envisaged
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General government debt is expected to be below the Maastricht threshold value
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